One of main component for every language is verb. In Arabic, qāla ‫(قال)‬ is one of verbs which substantively is used in many oral and written language due to its wide meaning. This research focuses on meaning variation of qāla ‫(قال)‬ when it was translated into Indonesian. In this study, differential meaning can be caused by differential speaker and also differential context. Thereby, the research aims to classify and explain every single meaning of qāla ‫(قال)‬ verb. This descriptive qualitative research uses observation method with tapping technique. Meanwhile, the data was analyzed by translational method, referential method, and pragmatics method. The result of the research shows that; (1) There are three differential meanings of qāla ‫(قال)‬ according to speaker perspective, as well as 'berfirman', 'bersabda', and 'berkata'.
There are some reasons why Al-Quran can be called as the great source in learning Arabic. Firstly, Al-Quran is written in Arabic with rich stylistic variation. When Arabic student, teacher, or researcher are faced to wide language theories, they will require an object to be observed which match with the theory or to prove that a theory is valid in a particular language, in Arabic we can use Al-Quran. In the other side, Al-Quran stylistic may produce new language theory which cannot be applied or showed in other language instead. In this case, Al-Quran may prove that Arabic is as other language characteristic which have a uniqueness itself. Secondly, Arabic is language of Al-Quran which is a principle of life for every moslem. Learning Arabic by Al-Quran is not only learning a language but also the content. Moreover, Al-Quran is like a written source of Arabic. Masqon (2018:34) says that Arabic is language of thought, culture, moral, religion, and Al-Quran al karim. From Al-Quran people may learn Islamic rules and other valuable messages. In this case, Al-Quran has the biggest contribution for Islamic education. According to Soekanto (Furqon & Fauzi, 2019:68) education is like transfer of knowledge, information, perception, and moral value, either by formally or informally. Thirdly, involving Al-Quran as data for language research making it easier to be accessed everyone widely. Borrowing statement from Siddiek (2012:19) Al-Quran is book of teachings, book of miracles. Modern research has proved that all scientific facts have been mentioned in Al-Quran fourteen hundred years ago. Siddiek (2012:23) also mentioned that reports the words of Quran and its meaning to other people as holy text is our duty. Siddiek (2012:19) observed why Al-Quran had been revealed in Arabic while it could had been revealed in any other living language, such as Roman or Persian which both were dominant civilizations at that time. First, Al-Quran was meant to be sent to the Arab nation who had strayed far away from the right path at that time. So, Allah swt sent them message to be carried by the last prophet Muhammad saw in their own language, as in QS Al Ahqaf: 43 which the translation; We have made it a Quran in Arabic, that you may be able to understand (and learn wisdom). Second, Arabic was chosen as a tool to handle the message. Some of philologist and scholars who defended the idea of Arabic as superiority language than others are; Al jahiz, Ibn Qutaibah, Ibn Ginni, Ibn Faris, Al-Bagilanni, Ibn Siaddah, Al-A'agad,Ali Abduawahid, Al-Nagar, Abdallah Al-tyb, Al-Tyb Salih, Theodor Nöldeke, Maurice Bucaille, and Mohammed Assad.
This research highlights translation of ‫قال‬ (qāla) in Indonesian. However, a research about translation of ‫قال‬ have ever been published, as well as Farikhatunnisak (2015) , the research describes and explains ‫قال‬ (qāla) translation in English using semantic method. The research is a case studies on qāla can be translated to 'say', 'said', 'saying', 'had said', 'will say', 'would say', 'would have said ', 'answered', 'speak' and its derivation, prayed, exclaimed, cried, told, had told, declared, and proclaimed. Meanwhile, Mubarok (2008) explains about componential analysis of al kalam and al qaul. The research focuses on similarities and differences of the two words in Al-Quran. The result shows that both al kalam and al qaul can be related to Allah SWT, human, angel, and animal. However, there are some differences meaning of them. Firstly, al kalam can be translated to Allah's promise about punishment and good news, while the meaning of al qaul is only promise of punishment. Secondly, most of al kalam word in Al-Quran is related to conversation. But, al qaul is used to express an opinion.
As researcher knows, there is no research have ever been published about ‫قال‬ in Indonesian specifically. Therefore, this research focuses on ‫قال‬ (qāla) translation in Indonesian and its meaning variation. There are two points highlighted, such as; differential speaker and differential linguistics context. Then, theoretical framework which is involved are semantic lexical, synonymy, and translation studies.
THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
Semantics is a study of linguistic meaning. It can be meaning of words, phrases, and sentences. Baker (2011:11) says that the smallest unit which we would expect to possess individual meaning is the word. Then, meaning can be carried by units smaller than word. However, it can be carried by unit much more complex than the single word and by various structures and linguistic devices. The study of sense (meaning) can be divided into two areas: speaker sense and linguistics sense. Speaker sense focuses on speaker's intention in producing some linguistic expression. Meanwhile, linguistic meaning is focuses on meaning of linguistic expression as part of a language (Parker & Riley, 2014:53) .
One of concept which is studied in semantics is semantics relation (meaning relation). Every word always has a relation, it can be synonymy, antonym, polysemy, ambiguity, hyponym, or hypernym. However, the research is focused on synonymy.
Two words are synonymous if they have the same sense. But there are no absolute synonyms in any language (Parker & Riley, 2014:54) . Wijana (2011:113) indicates that synonymy phenomenon is always has partial similarity and never has total similarity. There is a word which has wider meaning than others, politer, more intensive, more formal, more traditional, or one of them is more intensively spoken by children for example. Wang and Hirst (2012:314 ) describe that synonymy closely associates different lexicalizations of the same concept, which is a unique and useful property in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. According to Ullmen (2011:188) , synonymy is a valuable stylistic source. It has benefit not only for poets but also every writer. Synonymy may offer word variations and we may use synonymy to avoid repetition. There is a word which better to appear emotional feeling, emphasis, similarity in phonetic structure, and supporting language tone indeed. Meanwhile, Nida (Yinhua, 2011:169) analogizes that there are no two stones alike, no flowers the same, and no two people who are identical. Although the structures of the DNA in the nucleus of their cells may be the same, such persons nevertheless differ as the result of certain developmental factors. No two sounds are ever exactly alike, and even the same person pronouncing the same words will never utter it in an absolutely identical manner. Maculay (Ullmen, 2011:175) gives his opinion about synonymy. "Change the sentence structure. Change a single synonymy with another. We will see that all of sentence effect must be broken."
This research relates to synonymy and translation. Talking about translation, Newmark (Irhamni, 2011:36) divides translation method into some parts. Firstly, source language emphasizes including word for word translation, literal translation, faithful translation, and semantic translation. Secondly, target language emphasizes including adaptation, free translation, idiomatic translation, and communicative translation. Meanwhile, Baihaki (2017:50) mentions that basically, there are two kinds of Al-Quran translation method such as literal translation 'harfiyah' and semantic translation 'tafsiriyah'. According to Suryawinata and Hariyanto (Irhamni, 2011:57) , most of Al-Quran translation in Indonesia uses semantic translation. However, some are still using literal translation. (Hamza, 2015:77) explains that some of Al-Quran translator are still using this method, this translation shows rigid text. As a result, some of ulama avoid this method. Lubis (2004:99) reveals that translation is not about changing word to word from source language to target language, because there are concept, definition, and message within the sentence or text. However, translation must acceptable and appropriate with pattern of both languages, including each their context, stylistic, and characteristic. Perdana (2017:153) gives some criteria to product good translation. There are three aspects that should be considered in According to Newmark, translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message or statement in one language by the same message or statement in another language, while Nida defines that translation consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style. Therefore, Nida focuses on equivalence, information, meaning, and style. However, Newmark emphasizes meaning and text (Fengling, 2017:33) . Nida developed a practical approach for translation that he called dynamic equivalence or functional equivalence which the goal is making the translation clean and understandable as well as accurate (Stine, 2012:38) . Furthermore, Newmark replaces Nida's term of formal and dynamic equivalence with semantic and communicative translation. Semantic translation looks back at the source language whereas communicative translation tends to under translate, smoother, more direct, and easier to read (Panou, 2013:4) .
This research uses data from Al-Quran, hadits, and Arabic text book. The translation technique for Al-Quran and hadits are using semantic technique, while for Arabic text book uses literal and semantic technique. Literal technique focuses on source language, but semantic technique emphasizes target language. Fengling (2017:37) mentions that literal translation refers to an adequate representation of the original, while semantic technique is subjected to the original culture and author but unfaithful. Furthermore, there is a term self-translation or auto-translation, defined by the Slovak scientist Anto Popovic as the translation of an original work into another language by the author himself. In other word, it is synonymous to bilingual and bicultural translation (Râbacov, 2013:66) .
This research focuses on ‫قال‬ (qāla) translation in Indonesian. The base meaning of ‫قال‬ is 'berkata'. However, the word 'berkata' has many synonymies which can be selected to result a proper sentence or to give a different effect.
In this case, a particular word as 'berkata', is a general meaning of qāla. Therefore, its synonymy is likely to apply for translating qāla from different sentence. It can be concluded that every same word from different sentence may translate differently. It caused by synonymy, it has a lot of meaning variations. Owji (2013) explains that semantic has some strategies in translation such as synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, converses, trope change, abstraction change, distribution change, emphasis change, and paraphrase change. In synonymy strategy, translator may select the closest synonym, which is not the first literal translation of the source text word or phrase. Putranti (2015:171) mentions that not all source language items can be literally translated into a target language. Among of many translation procedures available, synonymy is a choice. Further, in deciding an appropriate synonym to transfer from source language message to language target, translator must observe the context. That is appropriate with Newmark statement Putranti (2015:170 ) that a synonym is only appropriate where literal translation is not possible.
This research uses perspective from the speaker and linguistics context, because classification of verb can be caused by syntactic structure as Tampubolon explained (Mulyadi, 2019:56) . The central structure of the sentence is verb or verb phrase, so there is no syntactical analysis that can be done without considering the presence of a verb (Silalahi, 2016:39) . Then, the central verb of this research is ‫قال‬ (qāla).
METHOD
This descriptive qualitative research applies observation method with tapping technique. Basically, the term tapping is not only related to spoken texts, but also written ones. In this case, the data are obtained from Al-Quran, hadits, and Arabic book. The aim of using the three data because each of them may represent qāla meaning from different speaker perspective. Then, because of the credibility, the translation data of every ayat is obtained from Al-Quran and translation published by Yayasan Penyelenggara Penterjemah/Pentafsir Al-Quran which is agreed by Minister of Religious Affairs legally.
The data are analyzed by translational method, referential method, and pragmatics method. Literal translation and semantic translation technique are applied to translate other data non ayat. That aims to preserve meaning of every word and easy to understand. Meanwhile, referential method is related to subject identity, verb, and object. While pragmatics method is related to hearer. The composite between this referential and pragmatics method are probably to classify every meaning of qāla by looking from either speaker perspective or linguistics perspective and also explain each meaning variation within linguistics perspective.
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
This research focuses on meaning variation of qāla verb when it is translated into Indonesian. There are two perspectives which are applied to identify the meaning, such as; speaker perspective and linguistics perspective. Qāla verb has meaning variations when it is related to the speaker. We may see the different meaning when it is translated from Arabic into Indonesian. These differences or variations show polite degrees. Look at the following hierarchy.
Speaker Perspective
Based on the speaker, we may put 'berfirman' on the first place, this is due to the respectful. When qāla word is spoken by Allah or God, the translation is 'berfirman'. This term is many to use in Al-Quran with Indonesian translation. On the second place is 'bersabda'. That is related to Prophet, especially Nabi Muhammad saw as speaker. Usually, 'bersabda' is used to translate hadith. As we know that hadith is everything comes from Nabi Muhammad saw. Then, on the last degree is 'berkata'. This is a general term.
Basically, most of qāla can be translated to 'berkata'. We may say that 'berkata' is as hypernim, then, 'bersabda' and 'berfirman' are as hyponym. Therefore, we can translate qāla as 'berkata' when the speaker are human, angel, and also devil for example. Let us see the sentences below.
QS. Al Maidah (5): 116 There is yaqūlu word with underline. This is a present form for qāla verb.
We may translate to 'bersabda' because the word comes from Prophet. 
[Qālat rabbi annā yakūnu lī waladun wa lam yamsasnī basyar]
Maryam berkata: 'Ya Tuhanku, betapa mungkin aku mempunyai anak, padahal aku belum pernah disentuh oleh seorang laki-lakipun. 
[La'natullāh. Wa qāla laatakhidzanna min 'ibādika nashībam mafrūdhā].
Yang dilaknati Allah dan Syaitan itu mengatakan: "Saya benar-benar akan mengambil dari hamba-hamba Engkau bahagian yang sudah ditentukan (untuk saya)."
Linguistics Perspective
On the previous chapter, we have known that differential meaning can be caused by observing from speaker perspective. Otherwise, this chapter shows that differential linguistics context is also being the factor for dissimilarity translation for qāla. Every similarity verb may product many translation forms when it is applied on different sentences. This graphic below describes variation meaning of qāla by observing from linguistics perspective. 
….[fa lammā tabayyana lahū qāla a'lamu annallāha 'alā kulli syai'in qadīr].
….maka tatkala telah nyata kepadanya (bagaimana Allah menghidupkan yang telah mati) diapun berkata: "Saya yakin bahwa Allah Maha Kuasa atas segala sesuatu."
QS. Yusuf (12) 
[Wa idz qīla lahum āminū ka mā āmana an nāsu qālū anu'minu ka mā āmana as sufahā'. Alā innahum humus sufahāu wa lā kin lā ya'lamūn].
Apabila dikatakan kepada mereka: "Berimanlah kamu sebagaimana orangorang lain telah beriman", mereka menjawab: "Akan berimankah kami sebagaimana orang-orang yang bodoh itu telah beriman?" Ingatlah, sesungguhnya merekalah orang-orang yang bodoh, tetapi mereka tidak tahu.
Khoirin Nikmah
Al Fauzan, Husain, and Fadhil (2002:29) 
Salah satu cara liburan yang bermanfaat adalah berolahraga…. Umar bin Khattab r.a. berkata …. Text source: Al Fauzan et al. (2002:121) .
Suggestion
ْ ‫ي‬ ِ ‫إن‬ ِ ‫ب‬ َ ‫ر‬ َ ‫ان‬ َ ‫ر‬ ْ ‫م‬ ِ ‫ع‬ ُ ‫ت‬ َ ‫أ‬ َ ‫ر‬ ْ ‫ام‬ ِ ‫ت‬ َ ‫ال‬ َ ‫ق‬ ْ ‫إذ‬ َ ‫ك‬ َ ‫ل‬ ُ ‫ت‬ ْ ‫ر‬ َ ‫ذ‬ َ ‫ن‬ ....
‫ا‬ َّ
The underlined word from dialogue above is taqūlu. This is a present form for qāla, however, both are them have same basic meaning. The dialogue between father and his son above shows that qāla can be translated to 'mengumumkan'. This term relates to who the hearer is. Father said that government 'say' to public about job vacancy. From the sentence we may see that there is 'public' who will react due to the government's information.
Therefore, when qāla referred to information for informing others or many people, the translation is 'mengumumkan' (announce). But, we may also underline that qāla can be translated to 'mengabarkan' (inform). In this case, both 'mengumumkan' and 'mengabarkan' has quality information. The difference between them is hearer. If there is one or some hearers, we may translate to 'mengabarkan', but if the hearer is in great quantities, we may use 'mengumumkan'. .
Sebenarnya mereka mengucapkan perkataan yang serupa dengan perkataan yang diucapkan oleh orang-orang dahulu kala. (QS. Al Mu'minūn (23): 81) 
Ketika mereka masuk ke tempatnya, lalu mereka mengucapkan: In this part, qāla can be translated to 'pendapat'. It is likely that it has function to say or give an opinion. Taqūlu, the underlined word from the dialogue above is present form of qāla. That is a dialogue between father, his daughter (Nada), and his son (Badar). It shows that they are talking about plan for holiday. Nada and Badar give their opinions, so, we may translate it to 'pendapat'. Actually, taqūlu is verb. But, in this text, it is translated to 'pendapat' which is noun. This aims to adapt translation pattern which appropriates in Indonesian. So, on the opinion text, qāla should be translated to 'pendapat'. But, that is depends on the text pattern, sometimes it more appropriate to translate it to 'berpendapat' which is verb.
Bertanya
Dan manusia bertanya: "Mengapa bumi (jadi begini)?" (QS. Al Zalzalah (99): 3).
From the ayat above, qāla is translated to 'bertanya' (ask). This translation is applied when qāla is followed by question word. And there is mā on ayat above which is function as question word. So, it can be concluded that existence of question word may change a text from sentence to question pattern.
Menjawab
The opposite of 'bertanya' (to ask) is 'menjawab' (to answer). As we know that qāla can be translated to 'bertanya' when it is followed by question word. Otherwise, when there is qāla in the sentence which has function as a response of question before, it can be translated to 'menjawab'. Look at the following ayat. 
